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**Agenda**

- Background
- Pilot
- Challenge
- Solution

**Why e-Learning**
Early Attempt

- Pilot in 2000

Attending Court
e-Learning Package
Early Attempt

- e-Learning = e-Boring

Shovelware

ANOTHER DEMO

Tackling the Challenge
Use of Firearms Training

- Marksmanship
- Decision Marking

Marksmanship

- Three firearms practices annually
- Passing score 75% hit on target at annual qualifying test

Decision Making

- Follow the Police General Orders guidelines
  - Arrest suspected person that commits violent and serious crime
  - Protect anyone from serious bodily injury
  - Quell a riot
  - Avoid shooting at crowd or hostage etc.
  - As last resort, unless there is no lesser degree of forces can achieve the above

Firearms Training Mini-range

- Use of Firearms Package

Conclusion

- Scenario-based simulation is best received
- New media, new delivery
- Vigilant in new technology
- Creative in using technology
Question and Answer
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